Observation of superabsorption by correlated atoms
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Emission and absorption of light lie at the heart of light-matter interaction\cite{1-4}. Although the emission and absorption rates are regarded as intrinsic properties of atoms and molecules, various ways to modify these rates have been sought in critical applications such as quantum information processing\cite{5}, metrology\cite{6,7} and light-energy harvesting\cite{8,9}. One of the promising approaches is to utilize collective behavior of emitters as in superradiance\cite{10}. Although superradiance has been observed in diverse systems\cite{6,11-16}, its conceptual counterpart in absorption has never been realized\cite{17,18}. Here, we demonstrate superabsorption, enhanced cooperative absorption, by correlated atoms of phase-matched superposition state. By implementing an opposite-phase-interference idea on a superradiant state or equivalently a time-reversal process of superradiance, we realized the superabsorption with its absorption rate much faster than that of the ordinary ground-state absorption. The number of photons completely absorbed for a given time interval was measured to be proportional to the square of the number of atoms. Our approach, breaking the limitation of the conventional absorption, can help weak-signal sensing\cite{4,19} and advance efficient light-energy harvesting\cite{17,18} as well as light-matter quantum interfaces.

Correlation among emitters can enhance the radiative decay and make the radiation intensity nonlinearly depend on the number of emitters\cite{10}. Recent technical advances in preparing the emitters with a prescribed correlation made possible to observe enhancedradiation or superradiance immediately without a correlation buildup time. Such controlled superradiance using correlation-prescribed superradiant states has been realized with trapped neutral atoms\cite{6} and ions\cite{13,14}, superconducting qubits\cite{15}, layers of x-ray emitting nuclei in solid\cite{20} and flying atoms\cite{16}. Capacity to prepare superradiant states naturally leads us to ponder the long-standing question whether a superradiant state can be engineered to exhibit enhanced absorption in addition to its superradiance.

Absorption is a stimulated coherent process just like stimulated emission and their Einstein B coefficients are the same\cite{21} except for multiplicity factors. A superradiant state, with equal number of ground and excited emitters, should then have the same emission and absorption rates proportional to the square of the number of atoms in principle. Superabsorption, anticipated enhanced absorption of a superradiant state of correlated emitters, if it exists, would greatly impact light-energy harvesting\cite{17,18} such as in solar cells and photosynthesis, and advance weak signal sensing and efficient light-matter quantum interfaces\cite{5}. However, superabsorption does not occur in nature under ordinary conditions as evidenced by the absence of its observation so far. For example, in the conventional superradiance by initially fully excited atoms, the atomic correlation and its associated phase are automatically set up in the course of emission and the superradiant state keeps proceeding to the lower states in the Dicke ladder\cite{10} undergoing enhanced emission without absorption. Although the recent theoretical proposals\cite{17,18} suggest to prevent the superradiant state from going down the Dicke ladder by eliminating the density of states for the downward transition and only allow the upward transition or superabsorption to occur, its experimental realization remains still illusive.

In this work, we have experimentally realized superabsorption for the first time by implementing destructive interference between an input field and the emission amplitude of a superradiant state of correlation-prescribed multiple atoms prepared in a cavity. In the absence of an input field, the superradiant state would generate a coherent-state superradiant field with its phase determined by that of the superradiant state of atoms\cite{16}. Injection of an input field into the cavity with an opposite phase to that of the prospect superradiant field then brings about superabsorption of the input field via destructive interference between two fields. We observed greatly enhanced absorption with the number of absorbed photons scaling as the square of the number of atoms while its rate faster than the ordinary ground-state absorption.

To understand how our superabsorption works, it is worth noting first that ordinary ground-state absorption can be interpreted as an interference between an input field and the emitted field by the weakly excited atoms. As illustrated in Fig.1, a small dipole moment excited by an input field emits an opposite-phase field with a small amplitude, which then destructively interferes with the input to diminish it, resulting in the familiar ground-state absorption. This picture can be extended to a superradiant state, an N-atom symmetric state initially prepared in the equator in the N-atom Bloch sphere, which can be defined in terms of the collective spin operator $J_{\mu} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sigma_{i}\mu$ with $\mu = x, y, z$. Because of a large dipole moment associated with the superradiant state, it would emits a large-amplitude field, which can interfere destructively with an input field if the input has an opposite phase to the superradiant field as in Fig.1b. Such destructive interference
can bring about much stronger absorption or the superabsorption we seek. For an input field with an arbitrary phase, conversely, the phase of superradiant state can be adjusted to meet the opposite-phase requirement.

Alternatively, we can envisage our superabsorption as a time-reversed process of the emission by the superradiant state corresponding to a Bloch vector in the equator of the $N$-atom Bloch sphere. In the absence of an input field, the emission process of the $N$-atom Bloch vector in a cavity can be described by

$$\dot{\Psi}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \hat{a}^\dagger \sigma_i + \hat{a} \sigma_i^\dagger \right) \Psi(t)$$

where $\hat{a}$ is the annihilation operator of the cavity field and $\sigma_i(\sigma_i^\dagger)$ the lowering(raising) operator for the $i$th atom, $|0\rangle_f$ denotes a photonic vacuum state, $|\alpha\rangle_i$ represents a photonic coherent state with an amplitude $\alpha$ and $|\Psi\rangle_a$ is the resulting atomic state by the time evolution.

Equation (1) describes a superradiance process, where the average photon number of the coherend state $|\alpha\rangle_i$ is proportional to $N^2$. By introducing a field-phase-flipping operator $R_\pi$ corresponding to $\pi$-rotation in the field phase space and by utilizing the relation $R_\pi \dot{\Psi}(t) R_\pi^\dagger = \dot{\Psi}(-t)$, one can then show (see Methods for details)

$$\dot{\Psi}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \hat{a} \sigma_i - \hat{a}^\dagger \sigma_i^\dagger \right) \Psi(t)$$

What it means is as follows. By preparing the cavity with an initial state $|\alpha\rangle_i$, we achieve the time reversal of the superradiance process in Eq. (1). The atomic state returns to the initial state and the cavity field is completely absorbed to a vacuum state with the absorbed number of photons proportional to $N^2$. This time-reversal interpretation is perfectly consistent with the aforementioned destructive-interference picture of superabsorption: the input field $|\alpha\rangle_i$ required for the time reversal process destructively interferes with the prospect superradiant output field $|\alpha\rangle_i$.

Let us now consider our experiment. A beam of two-level atoms $^{1}S_0 \leftrightarrow ^{3}P_1$ transition at $\lambda=791$nm of barium 138 traveling in $y$ direction in Fig. 2a goes through a nanohole-array aperture in a checkerboard pattern with a period of $\lambda$. Just behind the nanohole array, the atoms are excited by a pump laser propagating in $x$ direction with a pulse area of $\Theta$ and then enter a high-finesse Fabry-Pérot cavity. By the nanohole array, the atomic vertical ($x$) position is localized at $\pi$-different equiphasic planes of the pump laser and its horizontal ($z$) position localized at one of the cavity anti-nodes (Fig. 2b). With both the atom-cavity coupling and the pump laser phase alternating their signs with a period of $\lambda$, every atom is then excited to a superposition state of the ground and excited states with the same atom-cavity relative phase.

Under this condition, the atomic state can be written as $|\Psi\rangle_a = \sum_{k=1}^{N} [\cos(\Theta/2) |g\rangle_k + \exp(-i\phi_0) \sin(\Theta/2) |e\rangle_k]$, where $N$ is the number of atoms in the cavity, $g(e)$ stands for the ground(excited) state of the atom and $\phi_0$ is the common atom-cavity relative phase. Our experiment corresponds to a strong coupling regime for single atoms with $(\gamma_a, \gamma_c, \tilde{g}) = 2\pi \times (25, 131, 256)$kHz, where $\gamma_a(\gamma_c)$ is the atomic(cavity-field) half linewidth and $\tilde{g}$ is the spatial-averaged atom-cavity coupling. Due to the strong coupling and a short atom-cavity interaction time $\tau \approx 100$ ns, the spontaneous emission into free space and thus the decoherence of the atomic state can be neglected during $\tau$.

Contrary to the randomly distributed atomic dipoles, every dipole moment $\mathbf{p}$ of our atomic state is the same with an identical phase and thus the total dipole moment in the cavity behaves like a macro dipole, $N\mathbf{p}$. Although each dipole resides in the cavity only for a short time $\tau$, since the dipole moment of a newly entering atom is perfectly in phase with the preceding ones, coherence is maintained among the dipoles with different entering times. The sustained coherence among entering and exiting dipoles allows us to simplify our system as a macro dipole $N\mathbf{p}$ stationary in the cavity under the condition that the atomic state does not change much during the time interval under consideration within the coherence time, so the description by Eqs. (1) and (2) can be applied to our experiment. As a supporting data, enhanced radiation or superradiance by these $N$ atoms is observed(Fig. 2b) without any input field. Due to the coherence among the dipoles, the superposition state($\Theta = \pi/2$) emits more photons than the fully excited state($\Theta = \pi$) when the holes of the aperture are centered at the cavity anti-nodes($\Delta z = 0$). Note that uncorrelated superposition-state($\Theta = \pi/2$) atoms with random phases would emit much less than the fully excited atoms because of zero population inversion.

FIG. 1. Superabsorption as destructive interference. Bloch sphere with a Bloch vector corresponding to an $N$-atom state, an input field and the output(emitted) field by the atomic dipole. a, Atoms are initially in the ground state. b, Atoms are initially in a superradiant state. Destructive interference between the input and emitted fields can lead to enhanced absorption or superabsorption. The reduced amount of light energy by the destructive interference is coherently transferred to the internal energy of the atoms.
FIG. 2. Experimental scheme and state preparation with a nanohole array. a, Images of the nanohole-array aperture captured with a scanning electron microscope. Two-level atoms in a beam traveling in y direction are excited by a pump laser propagating in x direction to a superposition state after filtered by the nanohole array aperture. The state-prepared atoms interact with the cavity mode, whose axis lies in z direction, for a short time and emit or absorb photons in the cavity. Period of the nanohole array matches the transition wavelength of the two-level atom (\(\lambda = 791\) nm). The total array size is 50\(\lambda\) \times 50\(\lambda\). The single(double)-headed arrow indicates the traveling(standing) wave nature of the pump(cavity) field with the sinusoidal oscillation depicting the phase variation. b, Bloch sphere of the atomic dipoles passing through the red(blue)-marked hole is associated with a pump laser phase of 0(\(\pi\)). Since the atom-cavity coupling of the atoms going through the red-marked hole is opposite to that of the blue-marked hole, these two group of atoms experience the same atom-cavity relative phase. c, Changing the aperture position, \(\Delta z\), along the cavity axis gives position-dependent radiation induced by the anti-node/node structure of the cavity. Experimentally-observed radiation intensity is shown in a normalized average photon number, \(\langle n \rangle / \langle n \rangle_0\), where \(\langle n \rangle_0\) is the maximum number of photons that would be generated by a fully excited atoms(red Bloch vector). Superposition state(blue Bloch vector) radiates much more than the fully excited state due to the correlation among dipoles. The number of atoms in the cavity is \(\langle N \rangle = 2.7\) for both cases.

FIG. 3. Time-dependent intracavity photon number by superradiance, superabsorption, and ordinary absorption. a, The superradiant state emits photons(blue dots), starting from \(\langle n \rangle = 0\) and grows quadratically in time due to the cavity-mediated atomic coherence. If we initially prepare an opposite-phase field(green shaded area) in the cavity, the superradiant state absorbs photons(red points in the unshaded area) instead of emitting photons. After fully absorbing the photons, the superradiant state starts to radiate(gray shaded area). The absorbing and radiating parts of the curve are nearly symmetric. Small asymmetry is due to the cavity decay(brown curve). b, The superabsorption(red dots) of the superradiant state gives a much faster absorption than the the ordinary absorption(blue points) of the ground state of atoms. The number of atoms in the cavity is the same for both cases(\(\langle N \rangle \approx 6.8\)). c, For complete superabsorption, the pump laser can be turned off to suppress the subsequent superradiance. Thick shaded curves in a and b represent the theoretically calculated \(\langle n \rangle\) with no adjustable parameters.

In order to demonstrate the aforementioned time-reversal relation between the superradiance and the superabsorption, we observed both phenomena, radiation and absorption process of the superradiant state in a time-dependent manner(Fig. 3a). With the cavity initially empty, we let the superradiant-state atoms go through the cavity and emit photons. During the photon buildup, the sustained coherence among the successively entering atomic dipoles makes the photon number increase quadratically in time. It is because the amplitude of the
electric field generated by the constant macro dipole increases linearly in time in the slowly varying envelope approximation. Specifically, the mean number of photons is given by \( \langle n \rangle \simeq |\rho_{eg} Ng|^{2} \) (see Supplementary Note 1 for the derivation). However, if we initially prepare the cavity with the coherent state \( |-\alpha\rangle_{\text{c}} \), the injected superradiant-state atoms absorb the photons in the cavity instead of emitting photons, undergoing a time-reversed process of superradiance. After fully absorbing photons in the cavity, the superradiant state starts to radiate again because there are no photons to absorb – or no input field to interfere destructively with (see the grey-shaded region in Fig. 3a and Eq. 5 in Methods). The temporal profile of the radiation and that of the absorption seem symmetric except for a mild imbalance due to the cavity decay.

In the superabsorption, the input field can be completely absorbed by the atoms at a finite time given by \( t_{0} = \frac{\sqrt{\langle n \rangle}}{|\rho_{eg}| Ng} \) for a given initial photon number \( \langle n \rangle \). In contrast, such complete absorption cannot be achieved in a finite time in the ordinary absorption exhibiting an exponential decay of the input field. In the superabsorption data of Fig. 3a a small number of photons (\( \langle n \rangle \sim 0.2 \)) remained unabsorbed due to experimental imperfections such as incomplete phase matching between the input field and the dipoles, the phase variation among dipoles (due to the finite hole size), and atomic spontaneous emission. The superradiant emission commencing after the superabsorption ends may seem an obstacle in practical applications. However, it can be easily suppressed by turning off the pump laser preparing the atoms in the superposition state as demonstrated in Fig. 3b.

For the enhanced absorption by the superradiant state atoms to be called “super” absorption, the absorption rate of the superradiant state should be much faster than that of the ground state. In Fig. 3b, the superradiant state atoms clearly give faster absorption than the ground state atoms. Since a part of photons leaks out due to the cavity decay, for a fair comparison we define the absorption ratio as the number of absorbed photons for a given time interval \( t_{\text{ab}} \leq t_{0} \) to the total number of photons initially prepared in the cavity. Assuming the cavity decay follows the Lindblad equation, we can calculate the number of cavity-decayed photons by numerically integrating the expression \( \Gamma_{G} \int_{0}^{t_{\text{ab}}} \langle n(t) \rangle \, dt \) (the integral corresponding to the gray shaded areas in Fig. 3b). Taking the numbers of cavity-decayed photons into account, we obtain the absorption ratio of 75% for the superabsorption and 37% for the ordinary absorption. Simple algebra in Supplementary Note 2 shows we need 3.4 times more atoms in the ordinary absorption in order to achieve the same absorption ratio as the superabsorption. Furthermore, it is shown in Supplementary Note 3 that the effective optical depth – an equivalent free-space optical depth – for superabsorption is larger than that of the ordinary absorption by a factor proportional to \( N \).

One of the most distinctive features of superradiance is its nonlinear scaling of radiation intensity on the atom number, that is, the maximum number of emitted photons in a fixed time interval is proportional to \( \langle N \rangle^{2} \). Likewise, we can consider nonlinear scaling of the absorbed photons in superabsorption (Fig. 4). We measured the maximum number of photons that can be completely absorbed in a fixed time interval as a function of the number of atoms (Fig. 4b). Note that in the actual experiment the photon number is reduced by both the cavity decay and the absorption by the dipoles but increased by the spon-

![Fig. 4](image-url). Quadratic dependence of superabsorption on atom number. a, Selected temporal profiles of superabsorption process. Because there exists a clear absorption-emission turning point (the border of the shaded area), it is possible to evaluate the maximum number of photons that can be completely absorbed in a fixed time interval \( t_{0}(=280\text{ns}) \) for a given number of atoms in the cavity. If the number of photons is less than this maximum number, complete absorption takes place before \( t_{0} \). If the number of photons larger, absorption becomes incomplete by \( t_{0} \). b, The reduced number of photons for a time interval from \( t = 0 \) to 280 ns as in a is plotted for different numbers of atoms. Each colored point (green, red, blue) corresponds to the colored temporal profile in a. The upper gray-shaded area indicates the theoretically expected photon number reduction from the cavity decay while the lower red-shaded area indicates the increase by the spontaneous emission. The absorption by the correlated dipoles then corresponds to the sum of the blue- and the red-shaded areas. c, The absorbed number of photons obtained in b is plotted as a function of the mean number \( \langle N \rangle \) of atoms in the cavity. The results are well fit by \( \langle N \rangle^{2} \) (red curve) with \( q = 1.86 \pm 0.03 \). The inset show a linear fit in the log-log plot.
taneous emission of the atoms. Their individual contributions calculated from the theory are indicated in Fig. 4b. The number of absorbed photons is then obtained by subtracting the portion by the cavity decay from the observed number of reduced photons and adding the portion from the spontaneous emission to the remaining number of photons. The resulting number of purely absorbed photons by the correlated atoms are plotted in the log-log scale in Fig. 4c. The result can be well fit by the expression \( \langle n \rangle \propto \langle N \rangle^q \) with \( q = 1.86 \pm 0.03 \). The small discrepancies from \( \langle N \rangle^2 \) can be explained by the aforementioned experimental imperfections.

It is noteworthy that in our destructive-interference picture of superabsorption as in Fig. 1, the input and output fields do not need to be in a cavity. A cavity just makes the atom-field interactions prolonged and enhanced. Based on this consideration, we expect that superabsorption can also be possible by employing atoms in a superposition state interacting with a tightly focused single-pass input field.

The realization of superabsorption not only deepens our understandings on the cooperative light-matter interactions but also provides new opportunities in the study of fast and efficient absorption, light-energy harvesting, and weak-signal sensing. One of the advantages of enhanced absorption by manipulating the atomic internal state lies in the way the energy is stored. Since every absorbed photon is coherently stored in an atomic internal state, the enhanced atom-photon coupling from the collective interaction can be utilized in coherence-critical applications such as quantum memory and quantum interfaces.

**METHODS**

**Nanohole-array aperture.** The nanohole-array aperture was fabricated by using the focused ion beam technique on a 10nm-thick silicon nitride membrane mounted on a 200µm-thick silicon frame. The individual hole size measured with a scanning-electron microscope is 0.35λ × 0.24λ (λ=791nm). The horizontal spread of the atomic distribution by the finite hole size has an effect of averaging the atom-cavity coupling. The resulting variation in \( g \) is \( \Delta g/g = 0.20 \). The vertical spread of the atomic distribution decreases atomic phase purity due to the position dependence of the pump laser phase. The height of the hole was thus intentionally made smaller than the width in order to suppress the fluctuations in atomic phase purity while maintaining an enough atomic flux. The aperture is mounted on a 6-axis stage with an additional piezoelectric transducer (PZT) for precise alignment along the cavity axis. The aperture is coarsely placed at the center of the waist of the cavity mode (vertically and horizontally) by the 6-axis stage and then a feedback loop places the center of each hole at cavity anti-nodes by using the PZT. The average atom-cavity coupling is decreased additionally because the height of the aperture (40µm) is compatible to the cavity mode waist (43µm), and thus \( \Delta g/g = 0.06 \).

**Measurement procedure.** Since the number of photons in the cavity is usually less than 10, repetitive measurements are required. After measuring superradiance or superabsorption, the pump laser for atomic superposition state preparation is turned off. By turning off the pump laser, we let all photons be removed by both the cavity decay and the ordinary absorption by the injected atoms in the ground state. The period of each measurement is 3.2µs and the pump pulse duty cycle is 0.4 (Fig. 3). The cavity decay reduces the photon number by 96% during the pump-off time and the absorption by atoms reduces it further to a near vacuum state. The pump laser pulses are generated with an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) and the pulse timing is controlled by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). For acquiring one temporal profile of the average photon number such as in Fig. 3, about 2 million measurement cycles are used to accumulate data.

Figure 5 shows the timing diagram and the schematic of the feedback loop for the input laser phase control. There exist two feedback loops – fast and slow ones. The fast feedback loop is obtained by directly interfering the input and the pump lasers and lessen the noise up to the bandwidth of a few kHz by using an AOM. The slow feedback loop is obtained by measuring the number of photons in the cavity, e.g. the superabsorption signal, and then slow drifts (up to tens of Hertz) is compensated by using a PZT-mounted mirror. The slow drifts come from the vertical vibrations of the aperture and the optical path-length drift. The phase of the input laser is modulated at 39.1kHz for 25.6µs or 8 × 3.2µs and held constant for another 8 periods of 3.2µs. The first 25.6µs is used to get a lock-in amplifier signal and the second 25.6µs is used to measure the cavity photon number.

Although it is not noticeable in Fig. 3a, the pump laser is turned on slightly earlier than the input laser in order to compensate a time delay in exciting atoms to a desired state. With a DC magnetic field applied to the direction of the atomic beam path, only \( \pi \) transition \((\Delta m = 0)\) is on resonance with the cavity and other \( \sigma_{\pm} \) transitions \((\Delta m = \pm 1)\) are shifted out of resonance by 52 MHz (much larger than the atomic transit time broadening of about 10MHz). In accordance with the \( \pi \) transition, the polarization of the pump laser is set to be along the atom-propagating axis.

**Superabsorption by reversing superradiance in time.** The atom-field interaction in our system is described by the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian,

\[
H = \hbar g \sum_{i} N (\hat{a}^\dagger \sigma_i + \hat{a} \sigma_i^\dagger),
\]

where \( \hat{a} (\hat{a}^\dagger) \) is the annihilation (creation) operator for the cavity field and \( \sigma_i (\sigma_i^\dagger) \) is the lowering (raising) operator.
for the ith atom. Superradiance process is then described by the following time evolution operation.

\[
\hat{U}(t) |\Psi_i\rangle_f = |\Psi_i\rangle_f, 
\]

where \(\hat{U}(t) = e^{-iHt/\hbar}\), \(|0\rangle_f\) denotes a photonic vacuum state, \(|\alpha\rangle_f\) denotes a photonic coherent state with an amplitude \(\alpha\), and \(|\Psi_i\rangle_f\) denotes the resulting atomic state by the time evolution. We introduce a field-phase flip operator \(\hat{R}_\pi = e^{-i\pi \hat{a}^\dagger \hat{a}}\), corresponding to \(\pi\)-rotation in the field phase space. The operator \(\hat{R}_\pi\) only acts on the photonic state and satisfies the property, \(\hat{R}_\pi \hat{a} \hat{R}_\pi^\dagger = -\hat{a}\) and similarly \(\hat{R}_\pi \hat{a}^\dagger \hat{R}_\pi^\dagger = -\hat{a}^\dagger\), and thus \(\hat{R}_\pi^\dagger \hat{U}(t) \hat{R}_\pi = \hat{U}(-t)\).

The result from simply applying \(\hat{U}(-t)\) on both side of Eq. (4) is the time-reversed process of superradiance, \(\hat{U}(-t) |\Psi_i\rangle_f = |\Psi_i\rangle_f\), which is superabsorption.

Since direct time-reversing is not experimentally possible, we utilize a phase-flip operation. Let us consider

\[
\hat{U}(t') |\Psi_i\rangle_f |-\alpha\rangle_f = \hat{U}(t') \hat{R}_\pi^\dagger \hat{R}_\pi |\Psi_i\rangle_f |-\alpha\rangle_f = \hat{R}_\pi^\dagger \hat{U}(t') |\Psi_i\rangle_f |-\alpha\rangle_f \]

If \(t' = t\), we completely reverse the superradiance to recover the initial vacuum state. This is superabsorption. If \(t' < t\), the reversal is not complete. If \(t' > t\), we then get a normal superradiance process progressing for a time period of \(t' - t\). Therefore, we can realize time-reversal process of superradiance by preparing the field state as \(|-\alpha\rangle_f\) and by letting the system evolve in an appropriate time.

FIG. 5. Timing diagram for repeated measurements and feedback loop for the input laser phase. a, Feedback loop for the phase control between the pump and the input laser is composed of a direct interferometer and a slow compensator. The direct interferometer captures high frequency noise with the AOM phase modulation and the slow compensator adjusts the mirror-mounted PZT based on the APD(avalanche photodiode) signal. b, Time-dependent amplitudes of the input and the pump lasers and the time-dependent phase of the input laser. Laser amplitudes are given as on/off levels and the on-state power is dependent on the experiment. The phase of the input laser is given in an arbitrary unit and the peak-to-peak value used in experiment lies between 0.25\(\lambda\) and 0.5\(\lambda\).
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